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SUMMARY Y 

Althoughh nowadays Man appears to influence climate, in the past considerable climate changes 
havee occurred without human influence. In order to understand present climate change, knowledge 
off  the natural causes of climate change is needed. 
Thee sun is one of the possible forcing factors of natural climate change. The sun has many features 
thatt vary in a more or less cyclical way, the 11 year sunspot cycle being the best known example. 
Att the maximum of the 11 year solar cycle, the sun emits 0.1% more radiation than at the minimum 
off  this cycle. Such small and short-lasting changes in irradiance are thought not to be able to cause 
detectablee changes in climate. However, other forms of solar energy emission also vary temporally 
(such(such as the spectral composition of irradiance), and it is known from historical sunspot 
observations,, studies of sun-like stars and proxy archives, that solar activity probably has varied 
considerablyy more in the past. Evidence is growing that past changes in solar activity occurred 
togetherr with climate changes. The 'Littl e Ice Age' for example, a period of considerable cooling in 
Europee and other regions, occurred during a period of decreased solar activity (as reconstructed 
fromm historical sunspot observations and from proxy archives of the cosmogenic isotopes l0Be and 
l4C).. Although physical explanations for solar forcing of climate change are currently not yet 
widelyy accepted, the temporal link between solar variability and climate change can be seen as 
evidencee for solar forcing of climate change. 
Alsoo during other periods of the Holocene, changes in solar activity seem to have forced changes in 
climate.. In this thesis, new indications for solar forcing of climate change are presented. Changes in 
locall  vegetation composition of cores from raised bog deposits have been used to infer wet-shifts. 
Ass raised bogs are dependent on precipitation only for their water and nutrients, such wet-shifts are 
assumedd to have been caused by changes in climate (wetter and/or cooler). Most of the wet-shifts 
foundd in the studied cores were coeval with major decreases in solar activity (as derived from the 
Ai4CC record). 
Thee Holocene changes in solar activity and coeval wet-shifts in raised bog deposits occurred within 
decades.. Only with precisely dated archives of solar activity and climate change can the temporal 
linkk between the two be assessed. With 14C wiggle-match dating (WMD), high-precision 
chronologiess can be obtained from organic deposits. The non-linear relationship between 14C age 
andd calendar age is used to match the shape of a series of closely spaced peat 14C dates with the l4C 
calibrationn curve. In this thesis, based on several case-studies, the advantages and limitations of 
WMDD of organic deposits are assessed, a new numerical approach for assessing best fits and 
confidencee intervals of WMD chronologies is developed, and guidelines are given for colleagues 
whoo plan to use this dating method. 
Thee high-precision chronologies obtained by 14C wiggle-match dating show that during the mid-
Holocenee and the Littl e Ice Age, wet-shifts in cores of raised bog deposits (indicating climate 
change)) were often coeval with periods of decreased solar activity. 
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Background Background 
Aspectss of global warming, natural climate variations and the possible role of solar variability in 
forcingg climate change are discussed in chapter 1. Furthermore, the cosmogenic isotope radiocarbon 
(14C)) is introduced. Archives of  14C can be used to reconstruct past changes in solar activity, and 
moreoverr are invaluable for obtaining precise calendar year chronologies. The use of raised bog 
depositss for reconstructing Holocene climate changes is discussed. Wet-shifts in 14C wiggle-match 
datedd cores from raised bog deposits can be used to assess the temporal relation between changes in 
solarr activity and climate changes during the Holocene. 

1414CC wiggle-match dating 
Ann introduction to WMD is presented in chapter 2. Until recently, high-resolution WMD 
chronologiess had only been constructed from periods during which the 14C calibration curve showed 
majorr wiggles. In this chapter, it is assessed whether WMD is also a feasible strategy during periods 
wheree the 14C calibration curve shows less pronounced excursions. It is shown that during such 
periodss there is often no unique WMD solution. In these cases chronologies are therefore often less 
precisee than during periods of major wiggles in the 14C calibration curve. 
WMDD of organic deposits appears to give higher precision chronologies than those generated using 
thee usual approach of calibrating individual  14C dates. However, the question is often asked how 
muchh more precise WMD is. In chapter 3, a new numerical approach to WMD is presented. With 
thiss method the most probable WMD chronology can be found, and calendar year confidence 
intervalss can be calculated. Using the numerical approach, WMD chronologies can be compared 
withh chronologies obtained using individually calibrated 14C dates. It is shown that WMD does 
resultt in higher-precision chronologies (making certain assumptions!), although precision-gain 
dependss on me shape of the 14C calibration curve. 
Inn chapter 4, a problematic peat core is reported. WMD revealed that the core was much older than 
expected.. However, the problems experienced with this core did help us with constructing a list of 
guideliness for obtaining WMD chronologies. 

SolarSolar forcing of climate change 
InIn chapter 5, two high-precision 14C wiggle-match dated cores from mid-Holocene raised bog 
depositss are used to assess the temporal relation between climate changes and changes in solar 
activity.. It is shown that wet-shifts in the peat cores (as inferred from changes in local vegetation 
composition)) often correspond with large decreases in solar activity (recorded as peaks in A14C). 
Thee use of AI4C to reconstruct solar variability during the Holocene is reviewed. 
Chapterr 6 provides additional evidence for the temporal link between decreases of solar activity and 
climatee change. This chapter focuses on high-precision l4C wiggle-match dated cores of two raised 
bogg deposits from the Littl e Ice Age. In both raised bog deposits, positioned ca. 800 km apart, 
significantt wet-shifts occurred during major decreases in solar activity. 
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FutureFuture research 
Somee suggestions can be given for future research. The numerical approach to WMD presented in 
thiss thesis could be compared with other approaches such as Bayesian wiggle-match dating. Studies 
couldd also be made into, e.g., how high the resolution of a sequence of  l4C dates should be for 
obtainingg a precise WMD chronology. However, the feasibility of such studies is doubtful. Because 
thee properties of both peat cores and the ,4C calibration curve are highly variable, it is doubted 
whetherr any such 'general rules' could be constructed for WMD. 
Althoughh the wet-shifts recorded in core MSB-2K were often coeval with peaks of A14C (chapter 5), 
aa duplicate of this study would be welcome to be able to exclude the possibility that the 
reconstructedd wet-shifts were merely due to, e.g., internal dynamics of the raised bog. Moreover, 
WMDD studies of raised deposits from other areas in the world would be welcome to assess the 
temporall  and spatial relationship between A14C and climate change. Although large parts of the 
Holocenee have now been assessed for the link between A14C and climate change (see Fig. 1.1), 
somee periods of the Holocene still need to be studied. 
Volcanicc eruptions during the Holocene have deposited tephra layers over large areas. These tephra 
layerss are used to date climate archives, and to temporally link climate archives over wide regions 
suchh as the North-Atlantic. However, precise calendar year ages of many tephra events are still 
lacking.. The occurrence of layers of micro-tephra in cores Eng-XV and MSB-2K (chapters 2, 3, 5) 
iss currently being studied by dr. Wim Hoek, Utrecht University, the Netherlands. As high-precision 
chronologiess of these cores have been obtained, hopefully soon more precise calendar ages can be 
assignedd to tephra layers such as Hekla-3 and Hekla-4. 
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